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Norton Zebra Page Norton Zebra Page is a handy utility that allows you to keep your data safe from any virus threats. The “Zebra Page” of the program’s name actually represents the handy feature this app offers to its users. If you ever get stuck while trying to open or keep a file, you can simply drag and drop it into the tool and it will protect your data automatically. There are 3 modes available in the app that allow it to
provide you with continuous protection and to protect documents that are stored in different folders as well. The first mode is the default one and it is only available on Windows XP/Vista, with a relatively slow speed. The second mode is available for all Windows versions and is faster but doesn’t offer the ability to work with multi-documents. And the last option is available on Windows 7. It provides one of the fastest

protection, but it does not allow you to keep more than one file in its free space, which may be a problem if a user intends to keep several files that are each protected with a single tool. Supported formats: DOC and DOCX DOT DOTX Zipped files are not supported Zipped files are not supported Zipped files are not supported Although, you are required to install Norton Zebra Page on the PC you want to protect, it uses only
a moderate amount of resources for its purposes. Its interface is simple to use and includes all relevant buttons. It doesn’t have any predefined options and you are required to choose what you want to work with on your own, but the interface has been crafted to a maximum. Its look is really good and it provides you with a great number of options to customize the entire interface, including background and text colors, the font
size and even the number of items you want to see in each column. The regular function of the tool allows users to protect a number of documents at once, making sure they will be safe from any virus threats. Norton Zebra Page creates a protected environment around each file in which it is placed, meaning that no malicious code can get into the system when it is working. In every case, it instantly allows you to re-open and

access your files, but they won’t be able to be opened if they have been deleted from the system. A
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Doc Merge is a simple but very functional application, specialized in document merging. You can merge multiple documents in one and you can easily adjust the text style for different areas. Document merge is great if you do not have to worry much about the overall quality of your output. Doc Merge is a very fast application that can merge two or more documents with no fuss. Only a few seconds are needed to figure out
the purpose of each tool, but Doc Merge already provides helpful information in every single window. The whole application comes down to the file selection process because users are required to input the documents they wish to merge from the get go. DOC, DOCX, DOT and DOTX formats are supported, with two different file selection modes: drag and drop support or the “Add Doc” button in the main window. The way
documents are arranged in the file queue also represents the order the text shall appear in the output document, so dedicated buttons to move a selected item up or down are also available. One very handy option allows users to use a page break to separate text content, which is strongly recommended especially when working with multiple documents. Doc Merge performs the whole process in just a few seconds, but the overall

time needed to complete the task also depends on the size of each document. The app works flawlessly on all Windows versions and uses only a moderate amount of hardware resources in the process. All things considered, Doc Merge does its job very well and doesn’t offer any unnecessary feature. It requires just basic computer knowledge and although it has no dedicated help section, the intuitive and user-friendly GUI
definitely helps a lot. DOC Merge is a very fast application that can merge two or more documents with no fuss. Only a few seconds are needed to figure out the purpose of each tool, but Doc Merge already provides helpful information in every single window. The whole application comes down to the file selection process because users are required to input the documents they wish to merge from the get go. DOC, DOCX,
DOT and DOTX formats are supported, with two different file selection modes: drag and drop support or the “Add Doc” button in the main window. The way documents are arranged in the file queue also represents the order the text shall appear in the output document, so dedicated buttons to move a selected item up or down are also available. One very handy option allows users to use a page break to separate text content,
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Popular Posts In Windows 35+ Windows Fix & SpeedUp Apps You Need 35+ Windows Registry Editor & Optimize Apps You Need 35+ Windows System Tools You Need ]]>Sponsored - StartPage Registry Cleaner 22 Jan 2011 02:14:34 +0000Software for Windows - Windows Store In this video, Adi Shamir tells us the most important Windows Store requirements for developing a Windows 8 Metro application, and how
to make it look like a native Windows 8 app. SUBSCRIBE NOW to get full access to the JOEL TEAM> Video Resume: Windows Store Team announced in their latest blog post that they will be ending support for Windows XP and Windows 7. This blog post warns users that they should be prepared to face compatibility issues with Windows Store applications. The Windows Store Team is also working hard to close the gap
with the desktop experience and improve the “Metro-ness” with the Windows 8 Release Preview 1. The desktop version of Windows 8 also has a separate store, but this is used as a testbed for compatibility issues between the desktop and Metro experience. For now, users can still test the Windows Store in their Windows XP / Windows 7 computers. As Microsoft continues to close the gap with the desktop experience, they are
planning to release some of the features available only in the desktop version of Windows 8 in the Windows Store version, too. Also, the development team is planning to release a Windows Store compatible extension to Internet Explorer 8 so that users can experience similar desktop experiences in their web browsers. In any case, make sure to check out StartPage.com, for fast, safe, and customized search results. When you
open an Internet Explorer tab and type in StartPage.com, you will notice that it directly loads our unique web based search page, and there is no pop up ads, no redirects, and no log in forms. Get an update on our new Windows 7 Desktop app, as well as the Windows 7 and Windows Vista.NET Framework Update, instantly. A FREE copy of the Win7.NET Framework is included with any Windows 7 Upgrade. When running
on Windows 7, this program generates a batch file with comments, letting you easily track down a problem.

What's New In?

Works only on Windows and requires no special files or software, just a file with two or more documents inside. For a more fluid experience and a better usability, you can make this task even easier by using the app to “Add Doc”. Allows you to drag and drop files directly to the application’s interface; Adds an option to choose the output format. Requires no special files or software, just a file with two or more documents
inside. Allows you to drag and drop files directly to the application’s interface; Lets you choose the output format. If you open a document by clicking on the “Open...” icon, the application asks you for the type of file you want to open; Allows you to drag and drop files directly to the application’s interface; Allows you to drag and drop files directly to the application’s interface; Allows you to choose the output format. Allows
you to drag and drop files directly to the application’s interface; Allows you to choose the output format. Allows you to drag and drop files directly to the application’s interface; Allows you to drag and drop files directly to the application’s interface; Allows you to choose the output format. Now get ready for a high-speed shredding experience with Ninja Shredder, the new time-saving and file protection tool from Eraser
Software. Every individual can benefit from using this software, which comes pre-installed on the PC or Mac of your choice and adds a layer of security to your privacy. This is the app that enables you to safely and easily erase digital data so as to be sure that no one can retrieve them. The entire process is very quick and can be performed in just a few seconds. If you haven’t the time to erase files on a regular basis, get this
app to have your privacy protected always. Working with the Ninja Shredder isn’t very different than using the app’s built-in batch processing feature, so you can use the same command line and adjust its settings in order to efficiently erase each individual file you want to remove. The program supports both the Windows and Mac platforms, while its interface is designed in a way that anyone can understand it. Although this is
not a feature that alters the user experience, the application supports a list of available locations to erase your files, so you can choose from
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